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Arrays, String Functions, Computations… 

3:15 – 4:00pm (Dorothy to do data types at end) 
 

1. Array Fields 

  What is an array field? 

- An array field is a field that has (or can have) more than 
one occurrence of the field in a single record.  Some 

example of array fields in our databases include, but are 
not limited to, the following: 

SMS PPMS FMS 

FOOTNOTE-TEXT COPAY-AGNCY FEE-CLASS-ARRAY 

REG-OVRIDE-IND EMP-LEAVE-PLAN MO-BDGT-AMT 

FEE-PAY-ARRAY EMP-PERSL-ACTN BDGT-DEVL-AMT 

STU-TYP-ARRAY SCHD-MULT-PYMT FIELD-ARRAY 

TTONE-RESP-CD EARN-ARRAY ERROR-NUM-ARRAY 

FEE-CD-ARRAY TIME-ARRAY FAPC-ARRAY 

STU-PRG-COMMENT DAILY-HR-ARRAY FAEXP-MTD-AMT 

 

  How can an array field be identified? 

- Looking at the properties of the field can identify an array 
field.  A number will precede the field’s data type.  The 

preceding number dictates how many occurrence of the 
field are available.   

 
EXAMPLE:  The properties for the field FEE-CLASS-ARRAY 

look like 10X (2,0,2).  The 10 tells you that there can be 
10 occurrences of this field for a single record.  The X 

identifies the data type of this field as a string or text 
alphanumeric format.  The numbers in parentheses identify 

the field length as seen on the screen, the number of 
decimal in the field, and the field storage length. 

 

  How do you write a computational expression to extract a 
specific occurrence of an array field? 

- This is referred to as subfield manipulation.  Using the 
example of FEE-CLASS-ARRAY, which has 10 occurrences, 

the computation to extract the fourth occurrence would 
look like this: 

 
EXAMPLE:  Let’s assume FEE-CLASS-ARRAY is field number 

8 of your working set.   
- In DataExpress, add a computational field.   

  NEW FIELD NAME  FEE-CLASS-4   

   COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION  8[4]    
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(the 8 references field 8 in your working set, the 4 in 

brackets represents which occurrence of the field you 
wish to extract)       

   DATA TYPE(X)   press return    

   FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (2)   press return      

 
Repeat the steps above for each occurrence you wish to 

extract. 
 

2. Sub-string Manipulation 
Substring manipulation allows you to select either a single character 

or a group of characters from a string (field) or bit extraction from a 
numeric field.   

  What is the computational format for performing substring 
manipulation? 

- <field number>[starting position:length>] (where the 

brackets are required.  A specific example of extracting the 
last 6 characters of the SID field would look like this:  

 
EXAMPLE:  Let’s assume SID is field number 5 of your 

working set.   
- In DataExpress, add a computational field.   

  NEW FIELD NAME  SID-LAST4   

   COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION  5[4:6]    

(the 5 references field 5 in your working set.  Data 
will be extracted starting at the 4th position for 6 

bytes)       

   DATA TYPE(X)   press return    

   FIELD STORAGE LENGTH (4)   press return      
 

3.  Comparisons 

DataExpress makes it possible to compare fields by using the dollar 
symbol ($) in conjunction with operators such as “LE”, “GT”, etc.  

Following are some examples for using comparisons: 
 

  Job Scheduling.  Let’s say you’ve written a DataExpress 
procedure to look at daily transactions.  You currently have 

access job scheduling daily enter today’s date as a parameter for 
the transaction date so that you get only today’s transactions.  

To use the comparison functionality to help you here, create a 
computed field in DataExpress called TODAYS-DATE.  The 

computational expression is $TODAY.  At the SELECT BY prompt, 
enter the field number for the transaction date followed by a “P”.  

When prompted for the value of the transaction date, type $n 
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(where n equals the field number for the TODAYS-DATE field).  

This tells DataExpress to extract only those records whose 
transaction date is equal to today’s date.  You can now schedule 

this procedure to run daily via one of the ZXnnnnJ jobs. 
 

  Double Linking.  Occasionally there are circumstances where it is 
desirable to link two files (or datasets) together by two different 

fields to get the correct record output.  This is not an option as 
part of the linking screen.  However, by using a comparison at 

the SELECT BY prompt, this can be accomplished.  For example, 
it is most typical to link the FAS data to the SMS data via the 

social security number.  You may also need to consider 
comparing year sessions (in FAS) to year quarters (in SMS) to 

limit the record extract to only those where the SSN’s and YRQ’s 
match.  

 

  Computations.  The $ comparison symbol is also required when 
writing a computational expression that compares the value of 

one field to the value of another.  The example express below 
demonstrates how you would compare due-date to payment-

date to determine who might have overdue debts. 
 

WORKING SET:  1.  DUE-DATE         2.  PYMT-DATE     3.  DEBT-
AMT 

 
EXAMPLE:   NEW FIELD NAME  DEBT-STATUS 

  COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION  “OVERDUE” IF 2 
                                PYMT-DATE  GE $1 

             COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION (2)  “ON-TIME” 
 

If the $ were omitted from the expression, the computation 

would look for a PYMT-DATE that whose value was greater than 
or equal to 1.  By preceding the field number with the $, the 

computation recognized the 1 as the field DUE-DATE and says 
“Return the word OVERDUE in the column if the payment date is 

greater than or equal to the due date”. 
 

4. Conditionals 
A conditional expression allows the value of a computational field to 

be based on the value of other fields in the output file.  In general, 
you are telling DataExpress to return value “A” if certain conditions 

are met.  Value “A” can be the result of an arithmetic computation, 
the value of a field, a literal value (text in quotes), a numeric value 

(like 1.0).  The conditions to be met are specified after the word IF 
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in the expression.  Field number are listed after the IF statement.  

They can be connected by a combination of commas and colons.  
The comma represents an AND condition.  The colon represents an 

OR conditions between the fields.  Once the expression is written, 
DataExpress will prompt for the conditional values.  

 
The example below demonstrates a conditional computation that 

says “multiply the employees current salary by three percent if the 
employee is classified, AND has been at the company for at least 5 

years as of 1/1/2000, OR is in department 500”.  If the criterion is 
not met, the value of the employees’ current salary is returned in 

the column. 
 

WORKING SET:  1.  SALARY         2.  START-DATE     3.  DEPT    
4.  EMP-TYPE 

 

EXAMPLE:   NEW FIELD NAME  NEW-SALARY 
          

  COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION  1 * .03 IF 4,2:3 
                                EMP-TYPE  C 

and START-DATE  LT 950101 
or DEPT 500 

                          
             COMPUTATIONAL EXPRESSION (2)  1 

  
It is important to note that as many conditional expressions as are 

required may be added.  This is referred to as a ‘nested’ conditional 
computation.  Entry stops when an express with no “IF” is entered. 
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